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 Threefolds whose eanonical bundles are not numerically effective
                             by
                        Shigefumi Mori
     In this note, we announee an application of the previous paper
[3] with some examples. The proof will be published elsewhere.
gl. Announcement.
     We assume that k is an algebraically closed field of
characteristic O and X is a non-singular projeetive 3-fold
                                   is not numerically effeetive.over k whose canonical bu dle K
                                x
We use the terminology of [3]. By Corollary & [3], X has an
extremal ray R, which we fix in this section.
     Theorem 1. There exists a morphism Åë :X -----År Y to a
projective variety Y. such that (1) tpeeerx =cry, and (2) for any
irreducible curve C in X, [C]sR if and only if dimÅë(C) = O.
Furthermore, such a Åë is unique up to an isomorphism.
     The structure of this tp is given by the following theorems.
     Theorem 2. The extremal ray R is not numerieally effective
if and only if dim Y = 3. If these eonditions are satisfied,
then there exists an irredueible divisor D of X sueh that
X is the blowing-up of Y by the ideal defining o(D) (given
the reduced structure), and we have either
     (l) O(D) is a non-singular curve and Y is non-singular;
O D : D -'-) Åë(D) is a ]pl-bundle and (D.o-1(n)) = -l for any
n e Åë(D),
     (2) Q = ip (D) is a point and y is non-singular; D Z ]p2
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and Eも（ひ）さ θをい工），
〔3) Q 出争（D) is an ordinary double poin七 of Y; 
D さ 工 lJP >< JP and θ竺（D）宝 p 持 f!Y (-1)R p 帯グ（ペ）， where p is 
1 IP 2 IP 
七hei－七hprojection, 
｛与） Q ＝中（D) is a doub工epo in七 of Y; D = an ir’reducible 
reduced singular quadric surface S in IP3 19: (D）言。®~ (-1)' ’ D S JP ’ 
( 5) Q ＝中（D) is a quadruple point of Y; D ~ 
??」?
。D(D）さ θ』（凹2). 
Le七 6Y,Q be the local ring of Y at Q for cases (3), （件），
and (5) in Theorem 2. Then we have 
Theorem 3. （エ） The di visor class group of ~. is 0 in Y,Q 
cases (3) and （与）， and LZ/22Z in case (5), and 
( 2）七hecompletion e 《 of O". is given by Y,Q Y,Q 
{ 2 2 2 2 r k[[x,y,z,u]]/(x 十 y + z + u ) 
《包 lk[[x,y,z,u]]/(x2 + y2 + z2 + u3) 
Y,Q l 
！ 〔2)l k[[x,y,z]] 
( 2) 
where k[[x,y,z〕 is七he土nvarian七 subr’ingof 
case (3), 
case （件），
case ( 5) , 
k[[x,y,z〕
under七heaction of the involution (x,y,z ）←…~c-x,-y,-z). 
The remaining cases are treated by 
Theorem 4. 工f R is numerically effective, then Y is 
non酬 singuユar, p (X) ＝ρ（Y) + 1, and we have either 
（工） dim Y = 2, and for an arbitrary geome七ricpoint n of Y, 
七hescheme－七heore七ic fiber Xηis isomorphic七oa conic of JP2 k（η）’ 
where k（η） is the field of η （i.e. X is isomorphic to either 
n 
a smoo七h conic, a reducible conic, or a double line,) 
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( 2) dim Y = 1, and for an arbitrary geometric point n of Y, 
X is an irreducible reduced surface such that w 1 is ample, or 
ηXn
(3〕 dimY = O, and X is a Fano 3-fo工d,(these3-fo工dsare 
classified by工skovski〔2〕．〉
§2. Excep七ionaldivisors. 
The mos七 interestingpart of section 1 is Theorem 2. Examples 
for Theorem 2 can be by considering birational morphisms. 
Theorem 5. Let 甘 ： X 一一~ Z be a bira七ionalmorphism (which 
is no七 anisomorphism) of non-singuユarprojec七ive3-folds. Then 
X con七ainsan extremaエrationaエcurve 2 such七ha七｛工） dimτ｛ぇ〉
= 0 and (2) i is not numericaユyeffective. Hence the exceptional 
se七 of 甘 Con七ainsa divisor described in Theorem 2. 
Examples 6. Let Z be a non-singular projec七ive3-fold. 
（工）： Let c1 and c2 be non-singular projective curves in 
Z in七ersec七ingtransversally a七 2poin七S and P2・工fwe 
opera七e五ironaka’s七wistedblowing-up七o c1 and c2 (e.g. blowing 
up C工 firstnear P1 and c2 f'irst near ), then the 








However, this does no七 con七radic七 OU工事 七heorems,because our 
X is not projective. 
(2): Let C be an irreducible projective curve in Z wi七h
one ordinary doub工epoint P as singularities. 工fwe b工owup C, 
七henthe blown叩 upvariety Y has one ordinary double pain七 Q
lying over P as singu工arities. 工fwe resolve七hesingu工ari七y
by blowing up Q and ge七 a smooth 3叩 fo工d X, 宵 : x 一→ z and 
-1 争： x－→ Y, then D掠争（Q) is七hedivisor described in case 
(3) of Theorem 2. 官
止争
、 I,."'c季、l .. 
F→ ぢ7
x 、t z 
We remark that we can not start wi七han arbitrary ordinary 
double poin七 becauseof Theorem 3, （工）．
(3): Let C be an irreducible projective curve in Z with 
one ordinary cusp P as singulari七ies. If we blow up C, the 
bエown叩 upvariety Y has one double poin七 Q 工yingover P as 
singularities which falls in case (4) of Theorem 2. 工fwe blow up 
Q七oge七 a smoo七h3-fold X, 争 : x －…→ Y and 官 ： X一一→ Z, 七hen
D = 中間l(Q) 1ぉ the divisor described in case （与）．
中




〔年）： Le七 cl,c2, and c3 be non-singu工arprojective curves 
in Z intersecting七ransversallyat one point P. If we operate 
projective 
Hironaka’s modification in [l J. we ge七 asmooth,.,3-fold X and 
廿 ： X一→ Z, and D, the divisorial part of π叩ユ（P),isthe





We will finish this section by proving Theorem 5. The proof 
consists of a f'ew easy lemmas. We keep the notation or Theorem 5 
七1工1the end of七hissection. 
強盟主 7. ～： N(X）ー→ N(Z) has the property 
官普首E(X)~ R百（z) . 
工ndeed,we have 宵帯NE(X)£ NE( Z) by the definition of 官帯，
which implies Lemma 7 by continui七y of 甘普‘
Lemma 8. There is an effective 1-cycle C on X such that 
官聾C = 0 and (C.c1(X)) > 0. 
Proof. Le七 E be七heeffec七ivedivisor on X such七ha七
Supp E is the exceptional se七 of 1 and Kx出甘帯Kz+ E. We 
七工事ea七七wocases. 
Case 1: dim廿（SuppE) = 1. 
By Bertini’s theorem, there is a smooth hyperplanesection L 
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-1 of Z such七hat 官（L) is irreducible and non四 singular. Then 
we have 
(KX.E・甘帯L) （τ帯Kz・E・τ普L) + （日ι．τ器L)
(E.什（K7・L)) + ( CY-1 (E)2）」
LJ 官ム（L) τ ム（L)
(11*E.K7・L）÷（の二1 (E)2) _1 
ω 甘－~（ L) 甘ーム（L)
Since 甘苦E = O, we have （甘冊目.Kz・L) 詔 O. We have 
( &:.1 (E)2) _1 < O because C 誌記・宵九 〈戸 O,since 
官ム（L) 甘み（L)
dim甘（SuppE) = 1) is an excep七ionaldivisor of TI-l(L）ー→ L.
Hence T『普c= o and ( Kx. C) < o. 
Case 2: dim官（SuppE）盟 0.
Let M be a smoo七hhyperplanesection of X, hence M and 
E intersect properly and M.E 'I 0. Thθn we have 
(KX.E・M)= （τ器Kz・E・M) + (E2 .M) 
=(K ・1f"（お.M)) + （伊（E)2)
曹 M M' 
Now n*(E.M) = 0 because dimπ（Su即日） = 0, and （句（E)2)M< 0 
because E.M is an exceptiona工divisorof M 一一告官（M). Hence 
C 器 E.M has the required proper七y. q.e.d. 
Lemma 9, There is an extremal rational curve ,e on X 
such七ha七 1f善晃郡 o.
Proof. Let H be an arbitrary ample divisor on X and εa 
small enough positive number、sothat 〔C] given in Lemma 8 does 
not belong七o (X, H). おyTheorem 3 in 〔3〕， [C〕 is wri七七enas 






where a > O, 9, are extremal ra七ionalcurves for a工 i, and - i 
Vt: NE (X). Hence za 官 〔ぇ ） ＋ τ V = 0 and 官 〔ぇ 〕，官苦マ E: N忍（z) i 普 1 暑 苦
by Lemma 7・ Since Z is projective, we have ai甘世［9,i] = 0 for 
all i and π帯V 詰 O by Kleiman’S criterion of projectivity: 
言豆〔Z）ハ ｛ー豆E(z)} 盟 {O}. Since 〔C]i (X），七he工、eis a七工eas七 one
j such that a ':I 0. Then ,Q has the required property. j 
q.e.d. 
Lemma 工0. '!'he curve ,Q in Lemma 9 is no七 numericaエヱy
effective. 
工f E is七heeffec七ivedivisor on X given in the proof 
of Lemma S，七hen
（見.E) 開 ( L KX) 由 ( ,Q・甘暑KZ)
謂（ L KX) （甘葺LK2) < 0. 
Thus Theorem 5 is proved, and i七 iseasy七ocheck the asser七ions
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